
“Manage pre-delivery inspections with an advanced mobile solution.” “ ”
What is the RVS Quality
Assurance Module? 

Solution Source has created a quality assurance 
module that gives the production manager 
the capability and flexibility to record QA/
Pre-Delivery Inspection results directly on the 
corresponding Unit in the ERP system. 

Still using the clipboard model? 

What can it do?

NetSuite and RVS Quality NetSuite and RVS Quality 
Assurance ModuleAssurance Module
A smarter solution for Pre-Delivery Inspection on the production floor

Define repeatable QA tests 
on any aspect of an RV 

(such as Interior, Electrical, 
HVAC, etc.)

Tracks the results 
of those tests on a 

per-unit basis

View trends in 
different aspects of 

Unit quality over time 

Provide per-unit testing history 
that can be referenced if 

individual VINs are returned for 
Warranty work 

Minimize data 
entry errors 

Access QA Test 
records instantly 
linked to the Unit

Easily set 
up QA Test 
templates

Eliminate 
double entry
of test data

How will it help? 



  

Set yourself up with the toolset to deliver on your 
commitment to pre-deliver inspection on every 
unit that leaves their assembly lines.

Grand Design RV has built a reputation on 
providing quality and commitment to their 
customers.

Having partnered with Solution Source from the 
start, Grand Design uses the Quality Assurance 
functionality in RVS for NetSuite with the Mobile 
App add-on to uphold this reputation. They started 
with just 15 NetSuite users, and now their account 
is sitting at 250+ users.

- Designed to be used on the Production
  line, a dedicated PDI facility, or both 

- Enter QA Test data from a tablet app on
  the production floor 

- Mark test items “Pass” or “Fail” with a
  simple switch

- Set up testing categories such as “Interior”
  or Electrical” to keep your tests organized

- Generate detailed reports to identify
  recurring quality issues over time

- Easily adjust orders and add-on change
  orders whenever needed 

Add-on a Custom Pre-Delivery 
Inspection Mobile App

Mobile App Features:

Harness Real-time Visibility

See it in action.
If you are looking for more visibility and quality control within your 

manufacturing operations see if a custom Quality Assurance Module 
designed for Pre-delivery inspections could work for you. 

REQUEST TO SEE IT

https://304495.extforms.netsuite.com/app/site/crm/externalleadpage.nl/compid.304495/.f?formid=31&h=AACffht_h8llxquNxPRi_O75qpbMSypiuzA%3D&custentityleadrequest=General%20Inquiry&custentityleadtype=&redirect_count=1&did_javascript_redirect=T

